TOKYO 2020 QUALIFICATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This model is provided for illustration only - and is not part of any qualification document approved by IOC.

6.APRIL 2020
32 (4x8) QUALIFIED

In each category the 4 highest positioned athletes in Olympic Standing per 6. April 2020 are automatically qualified.

NO COUNTRY CAN HAVE MORE THAN ONE ATHLETE IN ANY CATEGORY

TOTAL QUOTA GRANTED FOR KARATE BY IOC IS 80 ATHLETES: 40 MALE AND 40 FEMALE

8 - 10 MAY 2020
24 (3x8) QUALIFIED
to a total of 56

In each category 3 athletes are qualified based on 1st 2nd and 3rd place winners in Paris Qualification Tournament on 8, 9 & 10 May 2020

11.MAY 2020
0-8 QUALIFIED
to a total of 56 to 64

Is Host Nation represented in all categories?

A Host Nation athlete is allocated based on highest Olympic Standing per 6.April 2020 in any applicable category.

11.MAY 2020
12 QUALIFIED
to a total of 68 to 76

Are Continental Games used for qualification?

12 places are filled with the highest positioned athlete in the Olympic Standing per 6.April 2020 from that continent (*)

2 from OKF
3 from UFAK
3 from PKF
2 from AKF
2 from EKF
Total = 12

*) Above quotas applicable regardless if Continental Games are used for qualification or not.

0-8 QUALIFIED
to a total of 76

Are there less than 76 places filled at this point?

Remaining places up to 76 are allocated based on Olympic Standing per 6. April 2020 (regardless of continent).

DATE TBA
4 QUALIFIED
to a total of 80

Remaining 4 places are allocated by the Tripartite Commission